
Better than expected. Installed 170' on a split level 
home, went on easily, secured well and looked great. 
Great price as well. Will be buying this again next time 
the customer asks for gutter guard.

The leaves were no problem, as any laying on the guard 
eventually blew off. Even with heavy rains, the gutter 
guards were able to handle all the water coming off the 
roof without cascading over the gutter or over the ends. 
Very satisfied, great well made American product!

Got them installed before a weekend of a 7” rain. Leaves 
are coming down like crazy, but not in the gutter. They 
work great!

Ratings from 93% of our customers!

Very easy to install, going to make my life a whole lot easier

I’ve been a builder/contractor for over 45 years. This product 
is a long time overdue. Reasonable, effective, and works the 
way it is advertised. Clean, easy, fast.

•	 Designed	specifically	for	
	 hidden	hangers	but	works	with	
	 all	hangers
•	 Heavy	gauge	.018	
	 100%	aluminum	will	never	rust	
	 (Lifetime	Warranty)	
•	 Invisible	from	the	ground
•	 Handles	downpours
•	 Pest	and	weather	 
	 (snow/ice)resistant 
•	 Easy	to	install	on	new	 
	 or	existing	gutters
•	 Does	not	install	under	shingles
	 (voiding	shingle	warranty)
•	 Eliminates	gutter	clogging

A-M	Gutter	Guards (Division of A-M Seamless Gutters, 
LLC) is owned by two Amish brothers, Ray and Aden Miller 
of Northeast Ohio. They have been in the gutter business 
since 2008. After installing gutters and gutter guards in all 
types of weather, they were motivated to develop a gutter 
guard that would be an improvement over existing products. 
It was clear that affordable gutter guards were poorly 
designed and flimsy, while well made gutter guards were 
over-priced. In 2015 Ray and Aden designed a superior 
gutter guard, patented the design, took the concept to a local 
machinist and production began. In 2019, A-M Gutter Guards 
were rated #1 gutter guard by Kzumer Consumer Report! 
A-M Gutter Guards have also been given a 5 Star rating by 
93% of customers, making A-M Gutter Guards the #1 gutter 
guard choice for DIYers as well as large gutter installation 
companies. A-M Gutter Guards have proven to be the best 
on the market… durable, easy to install and affordable!
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How Do A-M Gutter 
Guards Work?
Our	unique	bubbled	filtration	
system	allows	rainwater	to	pass	
through	our	patent	pending	design	
while	leaving	debris	to	dry	and	blow	
away.	Our	maintenance-free	design	
not	only	keeps	debris	from	sticking;	
it	promotes	airflow	from	top	and	
bottom	allowing	debris	to	dry	and	
blow	away	in	winds	as	low	as	5	mph.	

Talk to us about dealer opportunities

•	No	more	sitting 
in	your	living	room 
watching	a	nice	rain 

shower	only	to	be	reminded 
your	gutters	are	clogged 

and	overflowing	
•	No	more	flooded	basement	due	to 

clogged	and	overflowing	gutters
•	No	more	ladder	climbing
•	No	more	gutter	cleaning

•	Add	years	of	life	to	your	gutters,	
windows,	doors	and	foundation

What makes A-M GUTTER GUARDS superior?
Our patented design! This design creates and promotes 
more air-flow from top and bottom to remove debris.  
The design also allows this product to be installed on all 
types of hangers including hidden hangers but also the 
older style spike and farrow. These features make this 
product the best choice for any homeowner or installer. 
(photo left)

Will I have to replace my existing gutters?
No! Unless damaged, there is no need to replace your 
existing gutters. A-M Gutter Guards install on any 
5 or 6 inch gutter and all hanger designs.

Will A-M Gutter Guards work with all roof types? 
Yes, A-M Gutter Guards are installed on top of your 
gutters and do not come in contact with the roof. 
They perform well with all roof material and 
any roof pitch. 

Will anything clog A-M Gutter Guards?
No. A-M Gutter Guards unique bubble design allows your 
gutter to remain free flowing; the flow drain holes allow 
only water in your gutters. 

Will A-M Gutter Guards work during 
heavy rainfalls?
Yes, A-M Gutter Guards perform well during record 
amounts of rainfall. One foot of A-M Gutter Guard  
has 384 holes.

How long will A-M Gutter Guards last? 
A-M Gutter Guards are manufactured with hi temper 
aluminum and will never rust, rot or distort.
Lifetime Guaranteed! 

Will A-M Gutter Guards work when covered with 
wet leaves, pine needles or other debris?
Yes, tests shows A-M Gutter Guards’ unique filtering 
bubble design allows water to flow freely even when 
covered with debris.

Virtually eliminates any 
maintenance!

Frequently Asked Questions…


